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The Ramuy Numbers

R(I4~.K,~) and R(J4~.K,-~)

Sta~fsf~~~. ~d~i~~:~k~y{~~~~~~er~ti~u~~~r~~~nOlogy
Abstract. The graph with vertices in GR;16), whm.e edges connect points having
difference equal to a cube. which was known to be extremal for the Ramsey
numbers R(3,3,J) and R(KJ.K6~), is shown to be extremal for R(I4-e,K~). The
r::[y i~fo;t:i~~dh~in~i~~~:~~drh~~~~~~~~~atl6:~~p-fe~~~~t~fa\~
shown that t~ere is a unique gr'dph, up to graph isomorphism, which is extremal
for R(I4~,K7~), viz.. the strongly refular $chiI'm graph on 27 vertices, which has
~(~~}~~r~~sr;. group of size 518 O. This follows easily from the result t~at
1. Inlroduction.

The two color Ramsey number R(G,I!) is the smallest integer n such that for
any graph F on n vertices, either F contains G or the complement of F contains H.
This paper considers G and H of the form JG.~, the complete graph on n vertices

~~~~,k~:~!ge~;r~~hhiriili:rsei~~oa;z,:ir:;}a~~~ ~~0~~nj~2lhtJ~;~~~~~~~:e£

AppendIx A shows all the (K4-e,K(,-e)-good graphs computed by the authors, using
lhe program -fillJ4J6-. TIle: complete list has nut been ~enerated, due to the large
number of graphs at some sizes. Appendix B contains descriptions of all the

com1fht:f~I~~i~~n:o~ii:ni~ ~':lt~~ghout the paper.
G - arbitrary (1Gt"C,K~ )-goOO graph on 17 vertices
II = arbitrary (K4~,K5~)-good graph
.r - anyverteilt inG
G:x z::: subgraph of G induced by all vertices adjacent to x
fLt ... subgraph of G induced by all vertices not .r and not in G:x.
support set = subset S of vertices of H satisfying:
(SI~ no triangle in H has 2 vertices in S;
~S2~ S induces in H a su~raffh with milllimum degree at most I;

S3 no in~~~n6i~;s~1 rl;lati~nd~~Oti~~ f/aon~I:·of support sets
defined as those pairs S, T with the properties:
(01) no subgraph of H which is induced by 4 vertices and has only I edge is
disjoint from (S u 7);
(02) no independent 4·set in II has 3 vertices outside (SuI) and I vertex in S-T
or T-S.

The process of decomposing G into the triple (.r,Gx,fLt) is called preferring the
vertex.r in G. Note that the vertices in Hx adjacent to a verteilt y in G:x form a support
set. called the suppotl set rooted at y. Note further that every G:x IS a
(K'J"C,K6-e)-good graph and every Hx is a (K4-e.K5~)·good ~raph.
It is clear that the graph on G~V6) referred to above IS a ~K4-e,K6-e ~-good

~~:g~. 0~n~7o!e~~ke~a~~I~b1isl~n~f lt~l;:~l::rl~~~~~~ ~:~b~sr ~(K4~:k~~)'

-good

2. Properties or (K"4,e,K,-e )-good graphs.

Many of the results below rely on the properties of support sets. Since H is

~~:::~~~ ~~::::: an~ h~~r~i~~~de;:e~e a~~r~st t~~Gx6h::r~:c~~s~i~c:er~~e~~
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Moreover, if Gx has more than 5 vertices. at most I vertex does not belone; to an
edge. It is clear that support sets rooted at adjacent vertices of Gx are disjoint and
support sets rooted al non-adjacent vertices of Gx are OKN-related.
An edge in H is called a support edge if its vertices from a sup~rl set. The first
~r~~~~~~r~t::~~~s~rf~;~r~~~l~~nd shows that H has re atively few edges
Proposition 1. If an edge in H has both vertices in the same support set, then it is
a sup~rt edge.

r:a~{~;rti~Xj~Ji~:n~nw~~~~~~~ini~~~e~d~~ti~_~~Urrno;}.se~t~~s~~?~e:rt~ ~~~;

lies in I. Since the complement of H has no !<s-e, both x and! must be adjacent to
al least 2 vertices in I. Since {x,!} is not in a triangle, by (51), there must be exactly
2 vertices in 1 adjacent to x and the remaining 2 vertices in 1 must be adjacent to y.
One of the vertices of 1 lies in 5, however, by (53), causing 2 edges in S to be
incident, which is a contradiction.
The second proposition relates to vertices in G of degree 4. 5, or 6.
Proposition 2.

~b~ ~i ~ ~~

n~~~~\~~ ~~~~

H has no support

seL~.

g~ Z~~ =: ::;~: j :~C:::tt ~~~~~ich are pairwise OKN;

(c) If H has 10 vertices, then

~i~ Z~: ~~ ;:i~rsesOm~o1~;~~~n of 4 support sets S, 1; U, V satisfying:
(i) 5 and T have size at least 5;

'{;

~m) aan:d ~h::~~!~ea~tI~~~:t l\d e each.
Proof. Four computer Jrogr<lln~, descrjbc~ in AP~mJix A, have been written to

~no;~~nc:~t"Nl~g~en~i;~i~gt;:f ~I:a(~~,;;;~r)~~ ~r;;~~O;~~~s ~~~~if~eu~~ ~~af~l~

TIle programs are:

~c()untS~,

which counts all support sets;

~countE",

which counts

~~lt~~uf:r~~e~~~~,x~~~~,c~~~~~ ili~~tsP:!~ia:erwJ~O~rre~~il~e:sti~r"~u~~~i~~~~

satisfying the cunditions in (c2).

3. Proofs.
Theorem J. If G exists, then G has minim.um degree at least 5.

'.

r;~~r~;~~i~~s21a)~h::~:~~4~~~~;:~i~~~.I-H;~~iliaeCh.::ti~~~I~iz~toflb

is at most 11 and the minimum degree in G is at least S.

Thfilrem 2. IfG exists, then G has minimum degree at least 6.
Proof. Assume that some vertex x has degree 5. Then fix has 11 vertices. If x
helongs to fewcr lhan 2 triangles, then Gx has an independent set of size 4 and fix

~ser~fgr~r;d~~v~~~ ~~P&;:e:e5tsbe%h~:t~~e~~~tlal~~i~n~~s.Pri~;~~~r~~~2Ji

3

Gx mentioned above then imply that all vertices or belong to at least 2 triangles.
Now lety he a vertex of degree S. Consider the 5 support set~ in Hy rootcd at the

;~~~c~hea~~~~;~~~;~t~~~ ~~r~~cr~~em~~ts~~~~~I~~t~i~~n~i~~g~o~~te~":s~i~i~
causes Ify to havc at least 5 support edges, contradicting Proposition 2(bl). Thus
no vertex in G has degree S.
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Theorem 3. IfG exists, then G has minimum degree equal to 6.

~~~r~~fJ~~~i~:Ug~e~~~r~ha~ f.re':;~~~~~:~~~ist~ ~~I~ ~::::~~~r:x 1:~~~
~~, ~~~~g~~~'h a;~i:nc~~~i?ti~~ ~htdf~j:~~~tp~~t ~~e~k~~t~?~?n: ~a~;:p~~;~u~s::~

each. This requires 12 vertices in an fix with 8 vertices and cannot happen.
Therefore some vertexy has degree 7. Its fly has 3 pairs of support sets with

i:~~iie~irUh~s:ti~~i~fa~i~t~~t~ug~r~i~~ ~;:i~~~~~:(;I; ~~~~~/~~i~~

degree is neither 8 nor 7.

Theorem 4, IfG exists., then every vertex of G belongs to at least 3 triangles.

~~d:gr~e6~n~~~~i~e; ~h~~~h~nv~~~~~ga~df;;e~r~h~~e32 t~~ar~~~: ~~:~~f:~id~

not lie in any triangle withx. The support sets in fix rooted at y and z have size at
least 5. Choose 2 nonadjacent vertices u,I' in Gxdistinct fromy and z. The 2 support
sets rooted at u and I' each have size at least 4 and at least 1 edge. The 4 support
sets rooted at y,z,u,I' satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2(c2) and hence cannot
exist. Therefore all degree 6 vertices belong to 3 triangles., implying the theorem.
Theorem 5. lbe Ramsey number R(K4-e,K(,-e) is equal to 17.
Proof. It was noted above that there is a R(1GI-e,K6-e)·good graph on 16 vertices,
establishing 17 as a lower bound for R(K4-e,K6-e). Therefore It remains to show
that no graph G exists. A~sume that G exists and thaLI: is a vertex in G of degree
6. Theorem 4 implies that the 6 support sets in Hx have at least 2 edges each,
requiring 12 support edges. Proposition 2(cI) shows this is impossible, since Hx
has size 10.
Theorem 6. The Ramsey number R(K4-e,K7-e) is equal to 28. Furthermore, there
is only one R(I<A-e,K7-e )-good graph on 27 vertices.
proor. If y is a vertex in a (K4-e,K7-e )-good~raph F and F is decomposed into

rt.::~2e~~~~:a~~~ the~~f~reGb i~a~ ~t m~~7U/~~~esg~~~hf{,a~~~{ r:os~

16 vertices, Implymg Fhas at most 27 vertices. Thus 28 is an upper ~und for the
Ramsey number R(I<A-e,K7-e).
The Sch15f1i graph, see J4}. has 27 vertices, each of degree 10 and each in 5

~~~~~~t~~~~~~hg~~~~~~~~:g~~r~e~r~~01~4~t~~~a~;\~nl~h~~.mt~I~~~e~~

intersection between 2 J«,'s is a KJ. so there are no K7-e subgraghs in the
:~~Jefu~~~e1].~~~:y~~~II~~r~r~~.k~)~7-e )-good, establishing 2 as a lower

~:d~:e':~~~!;~~~ft~I~::~)(~~~~~~Og~~~~~~ ~~~~l~~-ra~ ~~~r~l~
~~~:~7hj;~~e~ea~h~ ~~ ;~tr~%~~:;ap~~i :~~ ~~~=~; :~:::~e;'~(l~:~~t

was

4, Acknowledgement.

The authors would like to thank Geoffrey Exoo for pointing out tbe existence of
(K4-e,K6-e ).~ood graphs on 16 vertices with more than 47 edges. There are 3
graphs of thiS type with 48, 49. and 50 edges. Their automorphism groups have
orders 48, 24, and 48, respectively.
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APPENDICES. Appendix A COll(;IiIlS a listing of the number of non-isomorphic
(K4-e,K6-C/-good graphs. broken duwn hy thc number of vertices, n, and the
number 0 ed~s. e. These graphs were j;cneratcd by the program "fillJ4J6". which
d~~ot~sC a~ra~n~~~~~~h~:mg~~gram escribed in (2J and 13J. The letter "x"
Appendix B contains outlines of the computer programs used to prove
Proposition 2 and the program "fiIU4J6".
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APPENDIX U

progr:lm:
arguments:
purpose:
code:
program:
arguments:
purpose:
code:

program:
arguments:
purpose:

countE(Ii)
fJ = R(Ku,Ks-e)-good graph

compute the number of support edges in Ii
I. call support(U,t9;
2. for each edge E In H:
2a. if E belongs to some set in U increment NUM
3. return NUM.
OKN4E5(H)
H = R(K4-e,K s-e )·good Waph

compute the maximum sIze of a family of
sUfPon sets in H satisfying

~~) ;I~~~t~~:~~i:~; 4 or 5 and at least I edge

code:

~~)c~:: ~~~p:::r~(U~~1);ise OKN
2. remove from U support sets of size less than 4 or greater than 5;

~: f~~~;cl/~~i: gl~~)f:~~elJ;r:~hS~~~Ne£;~~d

size (51) = size(51) = 5:
4a. form the array C of all support sets from U of size 4 which arc
OKNwith SI and 52
4b. define 1ength(51,52) = IutOKN(C}
5. return the maximum value of length(51.S2)

Il rogram:
arguments:

purpose:
code:

program:
arguments:
purpose:
code:

Sllppllrt(U,/f)
U = array 10 hold all support Sell' in 1/
H = R(KH,Ks-c)-good graph
cornpllte the famIly of support ~ts in 1/

~: ~~~l~ ~~~~~ 1~i~Illi t~~J~~~~~111e~cs in //;
3. build array I of all imJepcndent 4-sets in H;
4. for each set 5 of vertices of H:
4a. if S mnlains no AliI and 5 meets eOlch "IIi] in fewer
thilll 2 vertices and S meets each ili] in <.It le:Jst I vertex
then adjoin S to the array U
Iu<OKN(C)

~o~p~~~a~iOk~?~1 :h~s maximum number of support sets in C Whic~

arc p3irwise OKN
1. define MAX = current value of the maximum number of support sel's
in C which are puirwise OKN

~: ~~ii~I~~~~~(~uK1~~~~,fC~relength us C
4. return MAX
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program;
arguments;

purpose:
code:

cluster (plrJlag,C,index)
ptr
== pointer to integer variable MAX
flag == array of O's and I's showing families of support sets
whIch are pairwise OKN
C
= array of support sets
index = index in array C
recursively construct all familie.~ of support sel~ which
are pairwise OKN and record the maximum
size of such families

i: i~ ~~~1Ii~n8~#;UhufJ1~~e::j~';~~~~J
~~rt~~~~ru,1r~~~1I1d~~J);

3. (linda I = 0;

}

4. call cluster(ptrJ]ag,C,il1dex + J);

program;

filIJ4J6(mil1,H)

argurnenl~;

mill

purpose:
code:

=

integer

~~nsl~u~~~'f~~l~~-:~::!~rgmphs with

~~i~LeHea~ ftl~n~'~'~(~u~~i':fc~~:::17nsize
1. call support( V,I!)

2.

~{s~~~~tU~~Fr~~et1~~ ~~~~e~t~~~~f~~signment
2a. lest if the support sets for adjacent vertices
are disjoiot and the support M:1S for
independent vertices are OKN
2b. test if the resulting graph is (K4-c,K6-c)good with minimum c..Iegree min
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